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Asymptotic expansion for 5-function matrix elements of helium
G. W. F. Drake
Department ofPhysics, Uniuersity of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada IV9B3P4
(Received 8 July 1991)
This paper extends the methods of asymptotic analysis extensively developed for energy-level calcula-
tions of Rydberg states to the evaluation of matrix elements of 5(r). All terms up to x ' in the asymp-
totic potential are systematically derived from a simple perturbation expansion. The formalism is
developed in a way that closely parallels that for the corresponding energy expansion. The results are
comparable in accuracy to the energy itself. Detailed numerical comparisons with high-precision varia-
tional calculations are presented for the states of helium up to nL =10K (i.e., L =7). For L ~ 5, the ac-
curacy of the asymptotic expansion exceeds what has been achieved variationally. The asymptotic ex-
pansion for the specific mass correction to (5(r) ) is also obtained. Here the accuracy rivals the varia-
tional results even for L =3. Similar methods can be applied to the calculation of a wide variety of other
atomic properties.
PACS number(s): 31.20.Di, 31.15.+q, 31.30.6s
I. INTRODUCTION
Expectation values of the Dirac 5 function play an im-
portant role in the calculation of many atomic properties
such as relativistic corrections, hyperfine structure, quan-
tum electrodynamic, and weak-interaction effects [1,2].
For hydrogenic atoms, the nonrelativistic expectation
value is simply
Z( nl~5(r)~nl ) =
777l 0 p
where a„=(m/p)ao is the reduced-mass Bohr radius and
p=mM/(m +M) is the reduced electron mass. Howev-
er, for atoms containing more than one electron, accurate
values of (5(r) ) (or, more generally, the electron density
near the nucleus) are notoriously difficult to obtain [3].
Variational calculations that optimize the energy are not
particularly sensitive to this part of configuration space.
In fact, it is the uncertainty in (5(r) ) that ultimately lim-
its the accuracy of recent high-precision variational cal-
culations [4—6] through its effect on the term
a Z[5(r&)+5(rz)] in the Breit interaction. Matrix-
element identities that replace (5(r)) by the expectation
value of a global operator [2,7,8] offer some improvement
in accuracy [9], but not sufficient to overcome the above
limitation.
For low-lying states, there is no substitute for direct
high-precision calculations of the wave function near the
origin. However, for high-nL Rydberg states, powerful
asymptotic-expansion methods are available [10—12]. In
the past, these have been applied primarily to the calcula-
tion of energy levels. The results to be presented here
show that values of (5(r) ) comparable in accuracy to the
total energy itself can be obtained by relatively simple
means. Section II presents the asymptotic-expansion
method in a somewhat different form from that used in
the past [11], and then extends it to the calculation of
(5(r) ). Finite-nuclear-mass corrections are also dis-
II. ASYMPTOTIC-EXPANSION THEORY
A. Basic formalism
The purpose of this section is to develop a basic for-
malism for performing asymptotic expansions. Although
many of the results have been obtained before [10,11], it
seems worthwhile to review this material in a systematic
way that is well suited to calculations of both the energy
and other atomic properties such as (5(r)). It will turn
out that there are close parallels between the two.
For a suSciently high-nL Rydberg state of helium,
core penetration and exchange effects of the outer elec-
tron with the core 1s electron become negligible. Under
these circumstances, the usual procedure is to introduce a
Feshbach projection operator P =
~
ls ) ( ls
~
and expand
the optical potential for the Rydberg electron in powers
of the perturbing potential. This clearly establishes the
connection with scattering theory [13]. The approach
used here is based instead on a simple perturbation ex-
pansion for the total wave function. The results for the
total energy are the same in the end, but the formalism is
better adapted to the calculation of quantities other than
the energy.
The starting point is to write the total Hamiltonian for
helium in the form (atomic units are used throughout)
H(r, x) =Ho(r, x)+ V,
where
(2)
cussed. Section III compares the results with high-
precision variational calculations for the Rydberg states
of helium. The comparisons show that the accuracy of
the asymptotic-expansion method for (5(r)) rapidly im-
proves in accuracy with increasing L, and ultimately
exceeds what has been achieved variationally. The
asymptotic-expansion values for the specific nuclear-mass
corrections to (5(r)) are more accurate even for G
states.
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Z 2 Z —1H (r, x)= ——'V, ————'V v, v „ln) (14)
and
=ho(r, Z)+ho(x, Z —1)
V= 1
lr —xl
(3)
(4)
V, V. „V„,lP) V, lm)
m, n m n p Q2
(15)
assuming infinite nuclear mass. Mass-polarization effects
resulting from the term —(plM )V„V„caneasily be tak-
en into account at the end by transforming to Jacobi
coordinates [14]. In the above, r denotes the position
vector of the inner electron and x the position vector of
the Rydberg electron. As usual, exchange effects will be
ignored and the electrons treated as distinguishable. For
r &x, the potential has the well-known multipole expan-
sion
v, V. „v„,v„lq)
h„A hq
pq
1 1
—EgV, V„,+
m, n ~m ~n ~m ~n
L
Vo m)
Q2 (16)
00
V= —gX P, (r x) . (5)
The solutions to the full Schrodinger equation
H(r, x)%(r,x)=E+(r,x) (6)
%(r,x) =Co(r, x)+%,(r, x)+
E =Eo+Ei+
where
(7a}
(7b)
will now be expanded as a perturbation series with V as
the perturbation according to
=D +d ~, (17)
with
.o— (18)
Here, the summation indices m, n, . . . are a shorthand
notation for two complete sets of quantum numbers
(m, m'), (n, n'), . . . for the two electrons, and the sums
are over all single and double excitations, including in-
tegrations over the continua. The V „denote complete
two-particle matrix elements. The denominators are the
excitation energies given by
(Ho Eo )Po= 0 (8) m'=eo
—em' . (19)
J
(Ho Eo)% 1+VPJ. &= g E»%»k=1 (9)
With the assumed normalization ( %~ l %o ) =0 for j~ 1, it
follows from (9) that
E, =& vol VI+, . (10)
The solution to the zero-order equation (8) will be writ-
ten in the form
Oo(r, x)=p„(r)y„L(x)
=—to(r)Xo(x»
with
Eo= Co+co
Z2
2
(Z —1)2
2' (12)
A subscript "0" will be used throughout to denote the
unperturbed initial state.
A convenient way of enumerating the contributions to
the perturbed wave functions is to write then out in terms
of their spectral representations according to
v, lm)
is the zero-order equation and, for the jth perturbation
equation,
As will be seen below, intermediate states where the inner
electron returns to the 1s state have a special significance.
These states will be distinguished by adding a subscript
"0" to the summation index, for example, mo. Then
D =0 and
(20)
Since the initial 1s state is spherically symmetric and the
monopole term is absent from Eq. (5), it follows that
Vo =0 and V „=0for all m and n. This constrains
the terms that can appear in the l 4 ) according to the
following selection rules: (i) The leading b, in the
denominator cannot be b, . (ii) Two adjacent factors
0
such as h„b cannot be A„A
no po
The adiabatic approximation and the summation rules
for the evaluation of the matrix-element products in the
numerators of the l 4; ) lead to important further
simplifications. These will be discussed next. The adia-
batic approximation consists of assuming that d ~ «D
for memo and expanding
1 1
D
dm' dm
1 — + g2 (21)
The leading term is the adiabatic approximation and the
higher-order terms are nonadiabatic corrections. We will
focus here primarily on the adiabatic terms. The nonadi-
abatic corrections can be added at the end by the use of
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(r, x) =q) (r)X (x), (22)
the matrix elements V „similarly factorize for each
multipole
commutator relations as thoroughly discussed by Drach-
man [11].
The matrix-element summations can be simplified as
follows. Since the wave functions for the initial state and
all intermediate states have a simple product form
y I Yt'(x)l'=
in the second factor, the final result is
Ez"=—
—,'~(&xolx " 'Ixo&
where
a)= —2g ™ m'D
(3O)
(31)
(32)
IV'"= P((r x)I+1
according to
(23) is the 2'-pole polarizability and
Up = & q)p I r P) ( cos8 ) I q) (33)
y'( I ) —~ U( I,p )g ( i,p )
P
where
(24) Proceeding in this way, the Iqi & in the adiabatic ap-proximation are
(34}
U(I,p)
m, n
+ (,p)m', n'
4m
21+1
4m.
21+1
' 1/2
' 1/2
& q) I r 'YI'( r ) I q)„&, (25)
&x. lx ' 'YI' ("*)Ix.&, (26}
where
m m
v, v „in)+ lq~."'&,
m, n m n
(35)
and the spherical-harmonic addition theorem has been
used. A further simplification occurs in expressions for
scalar quantities such as E2, which we now consider as an
example. In the adiabatic approximation, the Ith mul-
tipole contribution is
y( I) V( I)Om mo
D
U(I, P) U(l, ')
O, m m,
~
((p) () p) (27)
m m m'
P~P
The last summation over m' can be completed by closure
with the result
g up""'u"'p'= &Xolx ' Yt'(x) YI'(x)IXO&
m'
=(—1)~s„„,&x,lx-2)-'IYt(x}l'Ix, & .
(28)
Thus
lquo" &= X
m, no
v, .v. „ In, &
D d„
&xolx 'Ix. & ix. &
n n
(36a)
(36b)
in the dipole approximation. The technique for summing
over m is the same as that leading to Eq. (31) for Ez. The
remaining sum over n defines the solution to the first-
order perturbation equation
h (xZ —1)+ (Z —1)20 0 &x
(37)
which can be solved analytically [11,12,15]. Similarly
v, v „v., lp& &q~,"'lvlp&lp&
D D D D
m, n m n p P P
P
U(I,p) U(I, —p)
E(l) y ( 1)P D
v, im&+ Iqoxo" & E, g 0™,—D2 (38)
The second term corresponds to the first term with n =n0
(and so D„=d„),and the third term corresponds to the
I
first term with p =po ~ p0 satisfies a perturbation equa-
tion similar to Eq. (37}, but with x replaced by x
[see Eq. (44) below]. These are the only substitutions al-
lowed b the selection rules for the numerators. Finally,
X&Xolx " 'IYI'(x)l'IX, & . (29)
The quantity in the large parentheses is independent of p
after summing over magnetic quantum numbers for the
intermediate states, and so we can set p=O there. Then,
using
I
v„,„v„,,v , iq & & q pxo'" I vip & v, , iq & & q oxo"'I vlq & Iq &
m, n m n p q pq q
E, y V, V „—, +, ln& —&x- &P)lq~p & —E, lq~o & —E, g1 —4 ()) —())D D„ D D„ D2 (39)
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where
and
2D
(40)
TABLE I. Asymptotic expansion coefficients for the energy
(g} and 5 function (b,(}. For each line, g stands for the
coefficient in the first column.
Coeff. (g}
(41)
in the dipole approximation. The second, third, fourth,
and fifth terms come from the replacements
nano, p~pc, q~qo, and (n, q)~(no, qo), respective-
ly, in the first term. Thus yo ' satisfies a second-order
perturbation equation analagous to Eq. (37), and gz '
satisfies an x first-order equation. The last two terms
come from the replacement p —+po in the two parts of the
sixth term containing Ez. All terms up to I+4) will be
needed to determine & 5(r, ) ) up to terms of order & x ),
as discussed in Sec. IIC. To this order, the yo", yo",
and yo' ' terms can be neglected. The f 0 ' term does not
contribute because of orthogonality.
B. Energy expansion
It is now a straightforward matter to obtain the asymp-
totic energy expansion from Eq. (10}. Using Eq. (31), Ez
contains the multipole terms
E,= ——,'(a, &x '&+a, &x '&+a, &x '&+ )
+3P, &x ')+ —",P, &x
a,
9
2Z4
15
z6
525
4z'
43
sz'
107
sz'
319
4sz'
213
2Z8
4329
32Z~0
771
32Z8
31
Z6
557
4Z'
6165
4Z 10
2561
48Z
19097
120Z '
24 619
2SSZ"
2587
2Zl0
243 103
128Z'~
81
4Z
225
4Z
21 315
16Z"
1285
4sz'
8733
80Z'
20 219
576Z"
6035
2Z 10
6397
sz"
43
4Z
107
4Z
3265
16Z"
319
12Z'
2399
4sz"
9673
192Z"
4313
sz"
140 751
12SZ"
+y —'&x ) —36 1+ &x ) +5 10
(1) (1)Uo, U, or=
,
'X——
D
(43)
Next,
E,= ,'fi& '), -- (44)
(42)
where pi and pz are the dipole and quadrupole first-order
nonadiabatic corrections, and y is the second-order di-
pole nonadiabatic correction discussed by Drachman
[11]. The expectation values are with respect to the Ryd-
berg electron. The pi are defined by Eq. (40) and
E4= —
—,
'e&x ') —
—,'a, &y,'"Ix 'Iy, )+-z'a, P, &x ')',
(46)
where
U(1) U(1) U(l) U(1)
D D„D (47)
P
The second term in E4 is the second-order correction eo '
to the energy of the Rydberg electron due to the polariza-
tion of the core (which is itself a second-order effect). A
general expression and analysis for this term has been
given previously [15].
E4 contains a term quadratic in &x ). However, as
shown in the Appendix, the leading nonadiabatic correc-
tion to E4 is
where
U( I) U (4—I —/') U(1')5=2 g
m, n 1,I'=1 m n
Finally,
(45)
(bE4)„, ,d= —,'a,P, (&x ) —&x ) ) . (4g)
The corresponding correction is electively included in
the term b, z defined by Drachman [11]. This cancels the
&x ) term to give the final result
E =Ez+E3+E4+(EE4)„, ,d
= —
—,
'a, &x '&+
—,
'( —a, +6p, )&x-'&+-,'(6+ —", } )&x-')
—a3+ 15Pz —e+a,P, —72y 1+ L(L+1} —8)+ (z) (49)
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The values of the coeScients are summarized in Table I.
They agree with those tabulated by Drachman [11]. The
above demonstrates the equivalence of the direct pertur-
bation expansion to the optical-potential expansion used
by Drachman.
2
~S"=—2W ~ ~ U'" U"-'-"U"'n, o
m, n l, l'=1
X +, (61)1 1D2D D D2
C. 5-function expansion
(w&= Wo+ Wi+ W2+ W3+ W4
1 +N'& +N2 +N3 +N4
where
w, =&+, l wlq, &,
w, =2&'p, I
WING'o&
=0,
w, =2& q', I w q, &+ & q', I w'p& &,
w, =2(q, l wlq o&+2(q, l wle, &,
w, =2&+, I WING'o&+2& +, l WING, &+ &q', I wle, &,
(50)
(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)
(55)
and the N 's are the analagous overlap integrals obtained
by setting W=1. Then, expanding the denominator,
The perturbation expansion for the asymptotic wave
function obtained in Sec. IIA now allows the expecta-
tion value of an operator W to be similarly calculated.
An alternative procedure is to replace Vby V+ W in cal-
culating the energy, and retain all terms in the energy
which are linear in W (the Hellman-Feynman theorem).
This was the procedure used by Drachman [12] to obtain
the leading relativistic correction. However, a complete
enumeration of all the higher-order terms appears to be
simpler, starting directly from the wave function as done
here.
For simplicity, let W be a scalar single-particle opera-
tor. Retaining terms up to (x &, the expectation value
of Wis
(1) (1) (1) (1)Uo, m Um, n np pqWqo
D D„DDq
(1) (1) (1) (&)
UO, m m, n Wn, p Up, q Uq, o
—2g D D DpDq
pq
(62)
m, n
p
2 + 1
D DnD D DnD
(63)
(1) (1)
O, m m, ObpI'= —2WO g ' 3 ' =4woyi,D (65)
and
o, m m, n Wn, ob,y'= —g
DmDn
(66)
The replacements for the nonadiabatic correction terms
p, and y are slightly different because of extra numerical
factors which appear when 5 in the denominator is ex-
panded according to Eq. (21) to give Eq. (59) as the lead-
ing term. The nonadiabatic correction factors are
U,'".U.'"n Wn,
bP', =2 g
DmDn
( W& = Wo(1 N~ —N3 N4—+N2)—
+ W2(l N2)+ W3+ W—q . (56)
U( I) U(1)Om mo0~ D4
m m
(67)
There is a close parallel between the form of the final
results for ( W& and the corresponding terms in Eq. (49)
for the energy (which reflects the Hellman-I'"eynman
theorem). In fact, a, , 5, and e are systematically re-
placed by Aal, h6, and Ae defined by
aa( —ae', +aa", (57)
U'" U'" W4+ O, m m, n nO,D D„ (58)
Aai'=2wo g —=2WoPD2 (59)
and similarly for b6 and Ae. The component parts for
each are
where EPi=hP'I+hP'I' and b,y=b, y'+hy". The extra
numerical factors are 2/1! for hp&' and 6/2! =3 for b,y".
The quantity
U(" U'" WOm mn no
LXP1 4 ~ DmD„
(68)
will also be required. This does not appear directly as
part of Eq. (64) for bP', because [ho(x, Z —1), W] =0. As
a consequence, the corresponding nonadiabatic correc-
tion for the D„term in the denominator of (58) does not
contribute.
With the above definitions, the same summation tech-
niques used for the energy expansion in Secs. IIA and
II 8 yield
U(1) U(4 1 1'U(1'W
O, m m, n n, p p, O
m, n 1,1'=1 DmDn&p
(60)
WoN2 = —,' g haI'(x
1
w N = —-'a8"&x-'&
(69)
(70)
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and
WoX4 ——,'(be" —a,bP ) &x -'&+ ba", &qo~x -'~yo'" &
(71)
and
W =
,
'—b—e'(x )+—,'a, (bP', +bP, )(x )
—ba&&ro" lx 'Iso&+ Wo&ro"iso" & (76)
WoN2 = —,'P, ba", (x )
to sufficient accuracy. Similarly, from Eq. (53),
W, = ——,' y ba,'&x -"-'&+& q~,"'~ W~q~, &
I
+&+,[w(e, & . (73)
For simplicity of presentation, we now assume that 8'is
the particular scalar operator
m.a 0
3
W= 5(r)Z3 (74)
so that 8'0=1. The second term in 8'2 above then van-
ishes because (yo'"~yo) =0, and the third term vanishes
because only s states contribute to (5(r)). Continuing
with this assumption,
The fourth (i.e., last) term of W4 and one half of the third
term come from the (+2~ W~+2) part of Eq. (56). Since
( 4,
~
W~ %3) =0 for the 5-function operator, the
remainder comes from the 2( %o~ W~ %4) part of Eq. (56).
There still remains the evaluation of nonadiabatic
corrections. The calculation of these proceeds in exactly
the same way as for the energy itself [11]to give b,pi and
by terms in place of P& and y. Also, in parallel with the
energy, the leading nonadiabatic correction to W4 is [see
Eq. (48) and the Appendix]
(b W4)„, ,„=—,'(P, ba', +a,bP', )((x ) —(x )2) (77)
(78)
and similarly
—w, (bx, )„. .,=-,'(P,b", +,bP", )(& '& —( '&') .
W, =-,'b5 (x-'& (75) Collecting terms, the final result is
( W) = W ——,'ba, (x )+—,'( —ba +6bP, )(x )+—,'(b5+ —", by)(x )
+
—,
' —ba3+15bP2 be+P, ba—, +a,bP, —72by 1+ L(L+1) (x
+2e',"ba, /a, +-,'a, bP', &x ')' (79)
where
e( ) — &a (+( )~x —
~+ ) (80)
iterated as many times as necessary. The equation
(82)
Gk —) I go & = [h o(r, Z ), Gk ] I q o &, (81)
starting with Go= U'", can be solved analytically and
A general expression for eo ' has been obtained by Drake
and Swainson [15] and numerical values tabulated by
Drachman [12]. General expressions for the expectation
values ( x ") are given by Bockasten [16] and extended
by Drake and Swainson [17].
Unlike the energy formula, a term quadratic in (x )
still survives after the nonadiabatic corrections are add-
ed. The reason is that both energy denominators D D„
and D D„appear in the sixth term of Eq. (39) for ~V4),
while the nonadiabatic correction to 8'4 gives only
D D„terms. Otherwise, Eq. (79) exactly parallels Eq.
(49) for the energy if all linear replacements of ai, pi, . . .
by ba&, bp&, . . . are made. An extra factor of 2 multi-
plies the eo ' term because the overall dependence of eo '
on a, is quadratic, and a& is replaced by 2a, ha, .
Exact numerical values for the coe%cients
ba&, bpi, . . . can be systematically generated by repeated
application of the method of Dalgarno and Lewis [18],as
further discussed by Drachman [12] and Schwartz [19].
In brief, the equation
is then used in the numerator of a perturbation expres-
sion to cancel a factor of D in the denominator. The
summation over m is next completed by closure, and the
process repeated until only a single expectation value is
left.
The entire procedure above has been automated to
evaluate an arbitrary expression of the types contained in
Eqs. (58)—(68). The results are listed in Table I. Some of
the results not involving powers of D in the denomina-
tors follow directly from the perturbation solutions po'
derived by Hoyle et al. [20], provided that their solutions
are renormalized so that ( pzj'~go) =0.
D. Finite-nuclear-mass corrections
The results of the preceding section apply to the case
of infinite nuclear mass. Finite-nuclear-mass effects are
often taken into account by adding the mass-polarization
operator —(p/M )V„V„to the Hamiltonian. However,
Drachman [14] has pointed out that a transformation to
Jacobi coordinates enables the asymptotic expansions for
the finite-mass corrections to be written down almost by
inspection. The key point is that the multipole expansion
(5) is replaced by
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1
V= —g Ct — Pt(r x)I 1
where
(83)
e~C] e eo —Cameo4 (2) 4 (2)
and similarly for b, a&, bP&, . . . . Provided that p/M is
small, the C& factors can be expanded according to
[(1—y )'—Z( —1)'y']C
( I 2)I+1
(84}
and y=p/M. The above extends Drachman's result to
include the scaling with nuclear charge. Depending on
the multipole contributions, each coefficient in the
asymptotic potential is multiplied by combinations of C&
factors, leading to the replacements
2 2ai~Ci at, P, ~C, P, ,
y~C, y, 5~CfCq5,
C, =1+2(Z —1)y+ [4+(Z —1)~]y~+
Cz = 1 —4y +(12—2Z )y +
C&~ =1—6y+23y2+ .
C, =1+4(Z —1)y+[8+6(Z—1) ]y +
CHIC& =1+2(Z—2)y+ [7—5(Z —1)+(Z—1) ]y + ~ ~ ~
Keeping terms up to linear in y, the matrix element for
finite mass is
( W&st=(1 —3y)( W&„+y' —ha&(Z —1)(x &+[2baz+6bp~(Z —1}](x &+[b5(Z —2)+ ", by(Z ——1)](x 7&
+ 3ba& 30bP—z 2be(Z——I )+2P&ba&(Z —I )+2a&bP, (Z —1)
—72k, y(Z —1) 1+ 10 (x '&+geo'"b, a, (Z —1)/a,
+2a)bP )(Z —1)(x (8&)
The first term is the reduced mass shift resulting from the
a„ factor in Eq. (1), and the remainder is the specific
mass shift, analogous to the corresponding normal and
specific isotope shifts for the energy.
I
where W'"' represents terms of order (x "& and the last
term represents the uncertainty. For L = 3, the terms are
(W&=1+ W~ '+ —'W' '+2e' 'ba /a2
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON
WITH VARIATIONAL CALCULATIONS
+,a, b,g ', (x -'&'+-,' W"' . (88)
Recent developments in variational techniques with
doubled basis sets and Hylleraas-type coordinates now al-
low high-precision calculations to be extended to the
Rydberg states of helium [4-6]. In previous work [6],
comparisons with asymptotic-expansion results have been
presented for the energies and mass-polarization correc-
tions. The purpose of this section is to make similar com-
parisons for the matrix elements of 5(r&). Preliminary
values for some of the variational matrix elements have
been published previously [6]. A full account of the vari-
ational calculations is in preparation.
Assuming (anti)symmetrized wave functions, the ma-
trix element is
~(e, [5(r, })e,& =—(e,)5(r, )+5(r, )(e, &2
m&5(r, )&=4——'„'(x &+ '~'&x &a„ (89)
which is sufficiently accurate for many applications. The
leading two terms agree with the preliminary result re-
ported previously [6]. As an example from Table II, the
complete matrix element for the 10L state is
Since Z /2 =4 for helium, the quantity 4( W & —4
represents the correction to n(5(r, ) & d. ue to the presence
of the outer electron. This is the quantity compared in
Table II with the variational results obtained with the
help of the Hiller et al. [2] global operator. The latter
reduces the uncertainty by a factor of 20 or more. As an
illustrative example, the individual contributions to
4( W& for n =10 are listed in Table III. The (x
term is negligible to this degree of accuracy. For helium,
the leading terms are
Z3
2
(86) ( 5( r ) & ioL:3.999 999 974 685 9( 1 )0
with ( W& given by Eq. (79). Following Drachman's [11]
prescription for summing the asymptotic series, the terms
included for L ~ 4 are
( W& =1+W("+ W("+-'( W")+ W(")+2e"'ba /a2
+-,'a, bP', &x-'&'+-,'(W"'+ W"'),
However, for many applications such as the calculation
of ionization energies and energy differences, (5(r) & —4
is the quantity of direct physical interest.
The results in Table II show the very rapid improve-
ment of the asymptotic-expansion (AE) values with in-
creasing L. For L =3 and 4, the AE values are less accu-
rate than the variational results, but the differences are in
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TABLE II. Comparison of values for m (5(r) ) —4 (units of 10 a.u.).
Variational calculation
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
5
6
7
8
9
10
6
7
8
9
10
7
8
9
10
8
9
10
9
10
Singlet
—35.1830( 1)
—2o.os27(3)
—12.244 7( 1)
—7.953 6(2)
—5.433 73(4)
—3.867 2(1)
—2.845 3(4}
—4.886 44(2 }
—3.135 6(1)
—2.091 7(3)
—1.452 0( 1)
—1.044 27( 1)
—0.774 OO(1)
—1.003 9(2 }
—0.696 15(2)
—Q.494 16( 1)
—O.36O 3(2)
—0.269 71(7)
—0.268 36( 1)
—0.196 56(1 }
—O. 14611(4)
—Q. 11074( 1)
—0.086 575(3)
—0.066 047 8(3)
—0.050 881(3)
Triplet
—35.397 3( 1)
—20.232 5(4)
—12.373 2(2)
—8.0446(3)
—5.499 2(1)
—3.915 33(2)
—2.881 82(2)
—4.886 78( 1)
—3.135 9(1)
—2.091 7(3 )
—1.4S2 3(1}
—1.04447(1)
—O.77412(2)
—1.0040(2)
—0.696 16(2)
—0.494 15( 1)
—0.360 3(2)
—0.269 65(6)
—0.268 37( 1)
—0.196 S6(2)
—0.146 11(3)
—o.11o7s(1)
—0.086 575(3)
—0.066 048 3(6)
—Q.oso 881(3)
Asymptotic expansion
—35.6(6)
—20.3(4}
—12.42(27)
—8.07(19)
—5.52(13)
—3.93(10)
—2.89(7)
—4.886 6(22)
—3.1360(25 }
—2.091 8(22)
—1.452 2( 18}
—1.044 4(14)
—0.774 1(11)
—1.003 93(1)
—0.696 13(2)
—0.494 14(3)
—0.360 43( 3 )
—0.269 72(2)
—0.268 369{3)
—0.196 564(1)
—0.146 131(1)
—O. 11O 741(1)
—0.086 575 2(5)
—Q.066 046 0(4)
—0.050 8804(3)
—0.032 155 8(1)
—0.025 314 1.(1)
Difference'
0.3(6)
0.2(4)
0.11{27)
0.07(19)
0.05(13)
0.04(10)
0.03{7)
o.oooo(22)
o.ooo 2(25)
0.000 1(22)
0.0001(»)
o.oooo( 14)
o.oooo(11)
—o.oooo(2)
—o.ooo o2(2)
—o.oooo2(3)
0.000 10(20)
o.00004(9)
o.oooo04( 14)
o.ooo 004(22)
0.000021(50)
—o.ooo oo4(15)
Q.ooo ooo 2(42)
—o.ooo oo2 0(8)
—Q.QQO 000 6(42)
'Difference between the singlet-triplet average and the asymptotic value.
"Numbers in parentheses denote the uncertainties in the final one or two figures quoted.
good accord with the uncertainty estimates from Eqs.
(87) and (88). In fact, for L =4, the AE values are fortui-
tously much better than what the uncert'ainty estimate
would indicate, although of course the AE values do not
contain the singlet-triplet splittings. Something similar
was found previously for the L =4 energies [6]. For
L 5, the singlet-triplet splittings become negligible, and
the AE values exceed the variational results in accuracy.
In this region, the comparison should be interpreted as a
test of the variational results rather than the AE values.
In particular, the comparison con6rms the uncertainty nh(5(r, )&M=(@AM)( ——'„'(~ '&+",,", (x '&) (90)
estimates for the variational matrix elements as derived
from the apparent convergence with the size of the basis
set. Only for the case L =7, n =9 is the apparent accura-
cy overestimated.
Table IV presents a similar comparison for the
specific-mass corrections to m (5(r, ) &. The AE values are
obtained from the terms in braces in Eq. (85). For heli-
um, the leading terms in this case are
TABLE III. Individual contributions to m (5(r) & for n = 10 (in units of 10 a.u.).
Contributi
4m"'
4W("
4W'"
8eo &hai/a,
—2.952
0.144
—0.009
—0.7828
0.0102
0.0027
—0.0049
—0.0004
—0.270 98
0.001 32
0.000 20
—0.000 25
—0.00004
—0.110972 4
0.000 237 4
0.000 022 9
—0.000 022 8
—0.000005 5
—0.050 931 9
0.000 052 2
0.000 003 4
—0.000 002 9
—0.000 001 0
—0.025 326 80
0.000 012 86
0.000 000 59
—0.000 000 43
—0.000 000 20
Total
Uncertainty
—2.890
0.072
—0.7741
0.0011
—0.269 72
0.00002
—0.110740 5
0.000 000 0
—0.050 880 4
0.000 000 3
—0.025 31407
Q.QOQ 000 08
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with @/M=1.370745620X10 for He. The variation-
al results are less accurate by approximately this factor of
p/M because they were obtained by taking the small
difference between the matrix elements both with and
without the mass-polarization term included in the Ham-
iltonian. As a result, they match or exceed the accuracy
of the AE values only for L ~3. In this range, there is
also a significant singlet-triplet splitting which is not con-
tained in the AE calculation. However, for L ~4, the
singlet-triplet splitting becomes negligible and the AE
values become much more accurate than the variational
results. In this range, the comparison in Table IV pro-
vides an important test of the apparent convergence of
the variational calculations. The variational results in-
clude an additional mass-dependent correction to the glo-
bal operator [5].
IV. DISCUSSION
Variational methods are particularly successful in ob-
taining accurate values for the energy because this is the
quantity which is optimized. By construction, the varia-
tional eigenvalues are stable with respect to first-order
variations in the wave function. In general, this is not the
case for other matrix elements and, as a rough rule of
thumb, N significant figures for the energy correspond to
N/2 significant figures for other atomic properties. The
results of this paper show the remarkable utility of
asymptotic-expansion methods for calculating atomic
properties of Rydberg states other than the energy. Un-
like the variational method, the accuracy is about the
same as for the energy itself, and the calculations are
easily extended to arbitrarily high nL states. The analysis
leading up to Eq. (79} takes advantage of a number of
simplifications which occur for the special case of 5-
function matrix elements. However, no new problems
occur when the terms that were dropped following Eq.
(74) are retained and the method applied to the calcula-
tion of matrix elements of other operators (provided that
the operator is not too singular [12]). There is consider-
able scope for future developments along these lines.
The particular significance of the results obtained for
matrix elements of the 5 function is that for L ~ 5 (see
Table II} it reduces the dominant source of uncertainty in
the Breit interaction correction to the energies of the
Rydberg states of helium, obtained by the variational
method [4-6,9]. A full discussion of the variational re-
sults is planned to be presented in a forthcoming publica-
tion.
TABLE IV. Comparison of values for the
10 p/M a.u. ).
Variational calculation
specific-mass correction to n(5(r}) (units of
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
5
6
7
8
9
10
6
7
8
9
10
7
8
9
10
8
9
10
9
10
Singlet
—67(2)
—39(1)
—23(1)
—16(1)
—10(1)
—7.0(4)
—5.1(4)
—9.3(6)
—6.0(7)
—3.9(2)
—3.2(4)
—2.7(1.0)
—1.6(4)
—2.0(3)
—1.4(1)
—0.9(4}
—0.6(4)
—0.57(5)
—0.56(7)
—0.35(2)
—0.27(1)
—0.16(5)
—0.17(1)
—0.131(2)
—0.103(3)
Triplet
—64(2)
—36(1)
—21(2)
—13(1)
—8(2)
—6.5(2)
—4.3(4)
—9.2(6)
—6.1(2)
—3.6(2)
—3.5(7)
—2.2(5)
—1.5(4)
—2.1(2)
—1.4(1)
—1.0(4)
—0.5(4)
—0.59(2)
—0.55(5)
—0.31(5)
—0.27( 1)
—0.17(5)
—0.18(2)
—0.126{6)
—0.103(2)
Asymptotic expansion
—68.8(3.6}
—38.9(2.7 }
—23.7( 1.8)
—15.3(1.2 }
—10.5{9)
—7.4(6)
—5.5(5)
—9.61(1)
—6.13(1}
—4.08(1)
—2.828(8)
—2.031(6)
—1 ~ 505(5)
—1.994 9{3)
—1.380 5{4)
—0.978 8{3)
—0.7134(3 }
—0.533 6(2)
—0.535 14(2)
—0.391 61(2)
—0.290 97(2)
—0.220 42(2)
—0.172 879{2)
—0.131 825(2 }
—0.101 525{2)
—0.064 253 6(2)
—0.050 569 7{3 }
Difference'
3.3(4.6)
1.4(3.0)
1.7(2.9)
0.8(1.9)
1.5(24)
0.7(7)
0.8(8)
0.4(8)
0.1(7)
0.3(3)
0.5(8)
—0.4(1.1)
—0.5(6)
—0.05(36)
—0.02(14)
0.03(56)
0.16(56)
—0.05(6)
—0.02(8)
0.06(5)
0.02(2)
0.05(8)
0.003(22 )
—0.004(6)
—0.002(4)
'Difference between the singlet-triplet average and the asymptotic value.
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i()O(A'O &nonad X
m, no
v, ( d— )v,
„
in, )
D
(A3)
and multiply by 2. Replacing —d ~ by the operator
For the case of eo ', these turn out to be equal so that it is
only necessary to evaluate
APPENDIX: EVALUATION
OF NONADIABATIC CORRECTIONS A =ho(x, Z —1)—eo (A4)
e(2) —(ip
i
vi~~(i)) (A 1)
where i)P) ) and i((o~o(") are given by Eqs. (34) and (36a),
respectively. Each contains a factor of 1/D, which gen-
erates nonadiabatic corrections upon the replacement
The purpose of this appendix is to discuss the nonadia-
batic corrections which occur in the terms E4, 8'4, and
—8'oN4. Although no explicit use of the optical poten-
tial is made, parts of the derivations resemble those given
previously by Drachman [11].
The eo ' term in E4 provides a simple example to illus-
trate the techniques required. It comes from the evalua-
tion of
acting on y ~ and expanding the matrix elements into
one-electron dipole factors results in
i9 ciao )nonad= if'o)
m, p
m', n
U(1,p) U(&, —p)
Om mO
Dz
(1,p) g (1,p')
+n
n
(A5)
The first summation is just the definition of pi. In the
second summation, commute A to the left and to the
right, take the average, and complete the sum over m' by
closure to obtain
i@~,"')„,„=-,'p, iq, ) y ([u" (",A]u" ('+u "(" [f,u")']+u" (") u "('%),„iy„).
n, p n
(A6)
Using the fact that V u""'=0, the commutators reduce
to
[f,u "~)]= —Vu "~'V
and so the (0,n ) matrix element becomes
([u")',f]u""'+u""' [A, u""'])
„7
fdx—[(Vq,') (V u "~~")u "~'q,
+go u ""' ( Vu ""') ( Vyo) ] . (A7)
Since (Vu""' )u""'=(Vu" "')u" "', the +)(2 and
—p contributions can be combined to give
y ([u""' yf]u""'+u""' [ti u""']) 7
(A10)
then the first term of (A9) is proportional to yo( '(6) and
the second term (without the A ) is proportional to go '(4).
Thus tigo( '(4) can be rePlaced by the right-hand side of
(A10}with j=4. The final result is
iqr~,"'&„,„=-,'p, i/7, &[6/,")(6)+(&x '& —x ')y, ] .
(A 1 1)
The go"(6) part of (A 1 1 ) can be neglected. The
remainder gives the nonadiabatic correction to E4 (with
an extra factor of 2 included as discussed above)
(~Z, )„. .,=-,'a, p, ((x -') —&x -')')
n, p
=--,' y fd. v(X.'X. ) Vi"'"'l'.
n, p
V2iu(), p, )i2
n, p
(AS)
in agreement with Eq. (48).
A closely parallel analysis applies to the 5-function ma-
trix elements. The terms —ba)(yo" ix iso) in W~ [Eq.
(76)] and —ba')'(yo 'ix iso) in —WoN4 [Eq. (71)]
come from the evaluation of the quantities
where an integration by parts has been done. Using Eq.
(30), g„iu""'i =1/x and V (1/x )=12/x . Substi-
tuting (A8) into (A6) yields
ieuo" &. ..d=-,'p)iso& 2 (6x '+x '&)o,„lX„&.
n n
(A9)
and
(+~,")iVim) V „W„,T'=4 g D D„
T"=—2W ~ m, O0~ 2Dm
(Ai2)
(A13)
Defining yo"(j} to be the solution to the perturbation
equation
The nonadiabatic corrections consists of two parts. The
first part comes from the replacement iyoyo ')
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~~g&go")„, ,z to give
(&T', )„.„=-,'P, «', (&» ') —&» ')'),
(»I')„. ..=-,'p, «", (&x-') —&x-')') .
(A14)
(A15)
The second part comes from the nonadiabatic corrections
to the denominators in (A12) and (A13). There is no con-
tribution from D„in (A12) because W only affects the
inner electron and hence, by orgonality, 8'„o=0unless
~
n ) =
~ y„yo) . What remains is
&q,'"),V~m)RV „W„,(&T2)„, ,a=4 g z ' ', (A16)
m, n m n
and
&q ',
" vm)fv. ,(Is, Tz )„, ,~= —4Wo g
m m
(A17)
Commuting h to the left and right as above and again us-
ing Eq. (A10), the above reduce to
(Is T'2)„, ,z= —,'a, DPI(&x ) —&x ) ), (A18)
(IsT2 )„, ,~= —,'a, DPI'(&x ) —&x ) ) .
Adding the contributions (A14) plus (A18) and (A15) plus
(A19) gives Eqs. (77) and (78), respectively.
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